


What is science studies?
� Simple answer: studies science

� How does science work? – does this amount to asking
what science is?

� Studies research in practice: interviews, particpant
observation

� Often focuses on diversity, rather than unity.



Background:

� ”Standard view” of science:

- rational

- cumulative

- distiction between observation and theory



”Standard theories of science”

� Science as essentially different from other activities –
epistemologically privileged - demarcation

� The purity of science, no influence from “external 
factors” (context of discovery)

� Science as politically neutral, above politics. 
Descriptive, not normative.



KUHN
� Paradigm belongs to groups, not individuals

� Paradigms not directly caused by nature

� Studies the history of science, rather than the products
of science



Kuhn as basis
� knowledge is a social phenomenon, not the property 

of individuals

� science is being used uncritically

� scientific theories are upheld partly by social control

� Accepting a paradigm is not basically a rational choice

� Science is driven by (collective) psychology and values
and ideology

� Opens the door for the social sciences



Political background
� Increasing concern over the uses of science (weapon’s

research, etc)

� Increasing concern over unintended consequences of
science (DDT, thalomide)

� Concern over sciences’ political influence (nuclear
power)

� Hence, started from a critical perspective. 



Standard theories revisited

� Science as essentially different from other activities –
epistemologically privileged 

� The purity of science, no influence from “external 
factors” 

� Science as politically neutral, above politics. 
Descriptive, not normative.

� All of these traits serve to give science a special form of 
authority. Which matter for politics.



SCIENCE STUDIES
� New-ish discipline 

� “Family” of more or less related theories and 
methodologies

� Empirical study of scientific practice

� Philosophy, sociology, anthropology

� Science as a product



Bloor (1974) Science and Social Imagery

� Impartial with respect to truth or falsity, success or 
failure, rationality and irrationality. 

� Symmetrical. The same kinds of reasons should be 
used to explain both kinds of beliefs (postulate of 
equivalence)



Late 70’s: Laboratory studies

� Social scientists studying scientists as culture/tribe, 
and publishes reports from meetings with the tribes

(How do they talk?, how do they dress?, what do they
value?)



Laboraty studies
� Harry Collins 

� Karin Knorr-Cetina

� Bruno Latour & Steve Woolgar

� Michael Lynch

� Andrew Pickering

� Sharon Traweek



Knorr-Cetina (1981): 
� “whether bought or prepared by the scientists 

themselves, these substances are no less the product of 
human effort than the measurement devices or the 
papers on the desk. It would seem then, that nature is 
not to be found in the laboratory, unless it is defined 
from the beginning as being the product of scientific 
work.” 



Knorr-Cetina: 
� ”Tinkering towards success”

� “modest” picture of science

� Not fundamentally different from other types of
human activity



Against the “classical” image of  

science
� One defining quality

� Science is about ideas

� Distinction between social and scientific aspects of 
scientific work

� Science as pure observation, no interpretation

� Science as timeless and universal

� Science as strict and logically determined



Discussion of relationship between science 

and humanities

� Science: observation/explanation

� Humanities: understanding/interpretation

� But: ”sensemaking” is a fundamental scientific activity



Knorr-Cetina’s theory
� Science is a local practice

� Science is a hermeneutic practice

(no pure facts, circularity)

� Science is to create order i a chaotic ”text”



Agonistic field
� Begins with ”asset” (idea, equipment) – not

hypothesis: 

1) good chance of working (socially, scientifically, 
practically)

2) good chance of symbolic profit (social and 
scientific)



Truth or success:
1) Success is related to the interests of actors (locally, 

not universally)

2) Success is a material process (practices and practical  
possibilities, objectification of ideas, for instance 
through measurements)

3) Theory always works through its practices



Truth or success:
4) Sucess is opportunistic, taking what is locally 

available as its starting point

5) Is oriented towards the future – nor testing of received 
theory

6) Success is ”cashed out”



Science 
� Is not about optimizing, which would be truth

� Is about tinkering

� Is constructed in a very practical sense of the word

� Creates a reality on the global level

� But does not capture ”what is”



Theoretical implications

� Practice as fundamental category (new answer to the 
question: what is science?)

� Science as active, rather than passive. 

� (social) construction of knowledge

� Scientific practices and objects are not natural



Implications
� Does not mean that science is not true 

� Does mean that science must be understood in 
context, rather than accepted as disinterested picture
of the world – lower status?

� Means that science is ”of the world”

� Frequently taken to mean that science should be under 
some form of democratic control





Social construction
Criteria (Hacking) 

1) Contingency = science could have developed in 
other directions

2) Nominalism = do words represent things? 

3) Stability = internal or external sources?



Group discussions
� Discuss whether there has been anything that could be 

described as a scientific revolution in your field

� Does the “Social Construction” undermine the 
rationality of science? 


